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Issue
When all passes are deleted and then a new starting speed or
line length is selected the original starting speed and line
length are still getting set when the first pass is saved
When a skier iin an L/R class does not complete the pass at
their maximum division speed the line length is not being
properly recorded per IWWF rules.

Notes
An internal field that held the original starting speed and rope
length was not being initialized when the last pass was being
deleted. This has been corrected.
Process was not recognizing how to properly handle setting
rope length for IWWF class skiers when reaching the
maximum division speed but not completing the pass. This
has now been corrected.
Error was occuring when more than 1 skier in a division had a
zero score. Placment calculation was not properly handling
this situaiton.
Updated 3 AWSA records
Updated process to check for event credits when chief and
assistant chief are selected.

Fixed an issue with the import. It was not properly handling
the situation when the skier city had an apostrophe.
Add additional section for showing team results. Would like to Enhanced the report to show skiers that are not included in
see team skier results for all skiers on the team. Not as it
team score. These skiers are annotated with a double
pertains to the team score but strictly to see the skier results asterisk
for all members of a team
Unchecking credits for an official to elminate the credit
The issue was that the officials were still listed in the Official
seemed to be working but was reset when the window was
Work Assignments. They must be removed from there to
refreshed.
eliminate the credit. During the update processing the
assignments are re-checked to ensure that credits are being
given if they are listed. Unchecking the credit without
removing the assignment will not eliminate the credit.
Check the results in collegiate combined score. Need to be
Fixed the issue and the report is now correct.
sure that B team skiers are not included in this result. The
detailed report is showing B team skiers but not sure if this is
the calculated team score
just reading results in the back of waterskier, i noticed it says Added both state and team to the report. Scott is checking to
st for those skiers that skied on a team, going forward can we see if this format will work.
change that to team as a header so the public understands
why those skiers are tagged so to speak?
When checking for records a skier participating in an Open or
Master division the records for eligible age divisions should
also be checked
Skier skied in an elite division in 1 round and in an age
division in another round. In this scenario the skier will have 2
scores for round 1 in terms of overall. Need to determine how
to handle this.
Determine round for each event based on the member id but
do not include division
Expand optional slalom scoring method (ZBA) to all AWSA
divisions
Update for 2017
Eliminate FFLI and change FFLO to FFL. See rule 11.12
Alllow .75 as fractional score. Collegiate is going to use the
mini corse and score mini buoys at 1 half. This can lead to a
score of 3 quarters when combined with full buoys.

Completed
Completed
Updated
Added validation to allow .75 for a collegiate tournament but
only in a collegiate division.

